Courses in soft skills

15th-16th May 2019

Venue: Dip. Chimica, Aula Cannizzaro
Via P. Giuria 7, Torino

May 15th

Afternoon: 14.30-17.30

Workshop on Patenting and Knowledge Transfer by Marco Venturello, Licensing Executives Society. (1 ECTS)

Program

- The notion of intellectual property, with particular reference to copyright and patents
- Citing, being cited, preserving your identity and your work; the author of a copyright and the inventor of a patent
- The protection of technology: the dichotomy patent/know-how
- The requirements for the protection of a patent: the novelty in relation to academic activities
- Tools for protecting intellectual property. Three cases:
  - Court of Justice of the European Union, November 13, 2018, C-310/17;
  - Corte di Cassazione, December 2, 2016 (decided in the first degree by Tribunale di Torino, December 24, 2012) and
  - Tribunale di Milano, April 18, 2014

Please register at the following link before 10th May:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1BAcdlPZ_Yn2dIrTj48BH-AE29yFjinn0OnRGuUbjwY/prefill
Lean thinking - Prof. Alessandra Bianco Prevot (1 ECTS)

*Lean thinking is a set of principles, methods and techniques for managing processes, which aims to increase the value perceived by the final customer and to reduce systematically the waste. The aim of the lean system is therefore "to do more with less". The Lean thinking method was developed as a foundation of quality in the Toyota company and conceptualized by two university researchers of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, James P. Womack (American) and Daniel T. Jones (English). At the present time Lean thinking approach has been applied in a wide type of organizations (from manufacturing to no-profit) and can be useful for everyone in the optimization of its life.*

*This Lean thinking course aims to provide students with theoretical and practical concepts suitable to reinforce soft skills for life (life skills), which include the development of reflective, organizational, communicative and cooperative skills and a general orientation to result and to the continuous improvement of attitudes, behaviours and performances.*

Please register at the following link before 10th May

[https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1QAVZu9h7bRmme6brUyRzXSl4P9PiA4s6ePnPnJSahD9c/prefill](https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1QAVZu9h7bRmme6brUyRzXSl4P9PiA4s6ePnPnJSahD9c/prefill)